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Abstract

Checkpointing with rollback�recovery is a well

known technique to reduce the completion time of a pro�

gram in the presence of failures� While checkpointing

is corrective in nature� rejuvenation refers to preventive

maintenance of software aimed to reduce unexpected

failures mostly resulting from the �aging� phenomenon�

In this paper� we show how both these techniques may

be used together to further reduce the expected comple�

tion time of a program� The idea of using checkpoints

to reduce the amount of rollback upon a failure is taken

a step further by combining it with rejuvenation� We

derive the equations for expected completion time of

a program with �nite failure free running time for the

following three cases when� �a� neither checkpointing

nor rejuvenation is employed� �b� only checkpointing is

employed� and �nally �c� both checkpointing and reju�

venation are employed�

We also present numerical results for Weibull failure

time distribution for the above three cases and discuss
optimal checkpointing and rejuvenation that minimizes

the expected completion time� Using the numerical re�

sults� some interesting conclusions are drawn about ben�

e�ts of these techniques in relation to the nature of fail�

ure distribution�

�Supported in part by an IBM fellowship and by an AT�T

Bell laboratories summer internship

� Introduction

Checkpointing with rollback recovery is a well known

technique� It involves occasional saving of the pro�

gram state on stable storage� Upon a failure� the soft�

ware	program does not need to be restarted from the

very beginning but can be restarted from the last saved

checkpoint �rollback recovery�� For a program with ��

nite failure free running time� this technique substan�

tially reduces its completion time�

In earlier work on the analysis of checkpointing� fail�

ures were assumed to be caused mostly by hardware

faults� independent of the program	software running on

them� and for the most part the assumption of Poisson

failure process was adequate� As hardware technology

has constantly improved in terms of performance and

reliability� it has been observed 
�� that most of the fail�

ures are caused due to defects in the software� Evolution
of large and complex software has added to this eect�

emphasizing the need for software fault�tolerance� Re�

covery blocks 
��� N�version programming 
��� and N

self�checking programming 
�� are some of the promi�

nent techniques for tolerating software failures� Based

on the principle of design diversity� these techniques are

reactive in nature� i�e�� they provide the means of deal�

ing with a failure after it has occurred� Another reac�

tive approach based on data diversity has been proposed

in 
����



Behavior of a program is determined by three com�

ponents� the volatile state� the persistent state and the

OS environment 
��� The volatile state consists of the

program stack and static and dynamic data segments�

Persistent state refers to all the user �les related to a
program�s execution while the OS environment refers

to resources that the program must access through the

operating system� such as swap space� �le systems� com�

munication channels� keyboard� monitors� time etc� 
���

In recent studies 
�� ��� it has been observed that a

large percentage of software failures are transient in na�

ture� i�e�� they may not occur again if the program were

to be re�executed� Lee 
��� also observed that more

than ��� of software failures in Tandem�s system soft�

ware are manifestations of transient faults such as race
conditions� timing problems� etc� Such failures occur

because of an undesirable faulty state reached in the

OS environment of the program� It is also observed

in 
�� that owing to the presence of subtle software bugs

called �Heisenbugs� 
�� and due to interactions for shar�

ing the hardware and operating system resources� such

undesirable states in the OS environment accrue with
time causing the software to �age�� This phenomenon

of software aging eventually manifests as a transient

failure� Such transient failures are likely to disappear

if the program is re�executed after a certain amount

of clean�up and re�initialization of the OS environment

which counteracts the �aging� phenomenon� This ob�

servation calls for a fault�tolerant technique based on

environment diversity 
��� and has led to an approach

which is preventive in nature� Huang et� al� 
�� call

it Software Rejuvenation and it consists of occasionally

stopping the running program and cleaning its internal

state to remove the accrued transient conditions in the
OS environment that might lead to failure� Flushing

buer queues maintained by �le server� freeing unused

and wrongly allocated memory� reinitializing the inter�

nal kernel tables� cleaning up the �le system etc� are

some physical examples of what rejuvenation might in�

volve� A commonly known and very simple way of re�

juvenating is the �reboot� of a computer�

In this paper� we combine checkpointing with reju�

venation� The goal is to minimize the completion time

of a program which has a �nite execution time in the

absence of failures� Checkpointing by itself reduces the

completion time of a program which can fail� We show

that further reduction in the completion time is possible
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Figure �� Eect of checkpointing and rejuvenation

by incorporating rejuvenation� Checkpointing involves

saving the volatile state on stable storage�� The OS

environment� however� is not saved as part of a check�

point�

In the presence of failures� the bene�t of checkpoint�

ing comes from reduction in the amount of rollback�

This idea is taken a step further by incorporating reju�

venation and is explained in Figure � as follows� The

program fails at an arbitrary instant and as seen in Fig�

ure ��a�� involves a large rollback to the beginning of the

program in the absence of checkpointing� Figure ��b�

shows that due to checkpointing� the same failure re�

sults in a smaller rollback� only to the last saved check�

point� Assume that the failure had occurred because

through gradual deterioration� an undesirable state was

reached in the OS environment of the program� In Fig�

ure ��c�� the program is rejuvenated immediately after

a checkpoint� thus removing the degradation in the OS

state occurred so far� This �renewal� of the program

prevents �or at least postpones� an unexpected failure�

The planned stopping� cleaning up and restarting �as

opposed to failure at an arbitrary time� right after a

checkpoint results in no rollback� Although� the proba�

bility of unexpected failures is still non�zero it reduces

to a large extent for such transient failures� This leaves

us with the question of when and how often should the

program be rejuvenated �

The rest of the paper deals with the analysis of

above three scenarios under a particular checkpointing

and rejuvenation model and is organized as follows� In

�sometimes� depending on the application� the persistent state

may also be saved� See ��� for details�



Section �� we outline and compare previous work done

on checkpointing analysis and state the contributions of

this paper� In Section �� we present a very simple check�

pointing and rejuvenation model and precisely state the

problem� In Section �� expressions for the expected com�

pletion time for the three possible cases are derived� In

Section �� we provide a numerical example with Weibull

failure time distribution to illustrate the bene�t of com�
bining the two techniques� Finally� we conclude the pa�

per in Section � with possible implications of this work

and future directions�

The words �software� and �program� are used in�

terchangeably in this paper�

� Previous Work

Software rejuvenation is a fairly new concept and its

analysis has only recently been carried out� A typi�

cal problem is that of �nding the rejuvenation policy

which optimizes the measure of interest given a partic�

ular software system� The formulation of the problem

will depend on the system speci�cs�

Checkpointing� on the other hand� has been well an�

alyzed both for in�nitely running transaction oriented

software and programs with a �nite failure free com�

pletion time� In this paper� we restrict ourselves to

the latter� Such analyses dier in two main respects�

the performance measure evaluated	optimized and the

set of assumptions made regarding the system behavior�

Whereas the case of minimizing the expected comple�

tion time is the most common 
��� ��� ��� ���� max�

imizing the probability of completion of a task by a

given deadline 
��� or in a �nite speci�ed number of

retries 
��� has also been evaluated� Another important

distinguishing feature is the set of assumptions made

on the distribution and renewal of the failure process�

As most of the earlier work regarded checkpointing as

a way of tolerating hardware failures� most common as�

sumption is that the time to failure distribution is ex�

ponential 
��� ��� ���� This restriction was removed in


��� ��� by considering general distributions�

Figure � illustrates the dierence in assumptions

made on the renewal of the failure process� Figure ��a�

plots the time to failure distribution �denoted by FX �t���

Figures ��b���d� plot the execution of the program �the
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Figure �� Assumptions on time to failure distribution

vertical bars represent the program undergoing a check�

point� superimposed by the time to failure distribution

FX�t�� An early assumption of no failures during check�

points and the failure process getting renewed at each

checkpoint �shown in Figure ��b�� was made in 
���� The

former restriction was removed in 
��� ��� by allowing

the failure process to continue through checkpointing�

It is� however� still renewed upon completion of each

checkpoint �Figure ��c��� Figure ��d� shows another

generalization where the failure process does not renew

after each checkpoint 
��� ���� In 
���� however� it is

assumed that the time to failure is exponentially dis�

tributed� which by it memoryless property is equivalent

to the case shown in Figure ��c�� Leung and Choo 
���

assume arbitrary distribution and have solved the prob�

lem in the most general setting� They also allow for

failures to occur during rollback recovery�

Our assumptions closely follow those of 
��� and are

shown in Figure ��d�� The failure process continues

through checkpointing and the time to failure has an

arbitrary distribution� The program� however� is as�

sumed not to fail while in recovery� Failure process is

renewed only if the program fails and is restarted or

after rejuvenation is performed� State degradation of

the program with respect to its OS environment� which

causes the transient failure continues during the check�

pointing process when it is done at the application level�

As an example� libft� provides library routines to per�

form application level checkpointing 
���

�
libft is a registered trademark of AT�T Bell Laboratories�



��� Our Contribution

We show how rejuvenation and checkpointing can be

used to minimize the completion time of a program�

To the best of our knowledge� checkpointing is com�

bined with rejuvenation for the �rst time in this pa�

per as a two�dimensional optimization problem� To�

tal number of equidistant checkpoints and the num�

ber of rejuvenations to be performed during the exe�

cution of the program constitute the two dimensions

along which the expected completion time is minimized�

Coman and Gilbert� in one of their models 
��� consid�

ered preventive maintenance along with checkpointing�

but assumed that the system underwent some mainte�

nance with every checkpoint� The joint operation of

checkpointing and preventive maintenance was called a

�save�� The combination essentially resulted in the fail�

ure process getting renewed at every checkpoint yielding

a failure model of Figure ��c� and still remaining a one�

dimensional optimization problem�

� Problem Formulation

Assume that a given program requires w units of ex�

ecution time to complete in the absence of failures�

checkpointing or rejuvenation� Further� assume that

w is a constant and shall be referred to as the �work�
requirement� of the program� Time to failure of the

program is denoted by the random variable X with a

given distribution FX ���� Time to complete a check�

point is assumed to be constant and is denoted by ��

Upon a crash failure� some cleanup is performed and the

program is restarted by reloading the last saved check�

point from stable storage� This is assumed to take a

constant time �f � Rejuvenation is performed right after

the program has successfully completed a checkpoint� It

includes stopping the program� cleaning up� and reload�

ing and is also assumed to take a constant time �r � Since

recovery from a failure and rejuvenation� both involve

the same procedure� �f is typically equal to �r � A sim�

ple �yet common� example of restarting after a �crash�

failure occurs is �reboot�� Rejuvenation may also sim�

ply involve occasional� planned reboot as it cleans inter�

nal tables� reinitializes and frees memory� The assump�

tion of constant checkpointing time is reasonable as the

time to save the volatile state is very small compared

to w� Thus� slight variation in checkpointing time may

be ignored� Similar reasoning applies to justifying as�

sumptions of constant recovery and rejuvenation times�

Given a program and a system it runs on� none of the

above parameters can be controlled�

Checkpointing Model� We assume that the program

needs to complete a total of N checkpoints to �nish ex�

ecution� N is an integer constant whose value can be

varied and constitutes the �rst dimension of the opti�

mization� The checkpoints are equidistant with each

failure free inter�checkpoint interval being w�N � � The

work requirement of each of these segments �including

the checkpoint� is therefore w�N�� denoted as �� The

total work requirement of the program including check�

pointing time is thus N��

Rejuvenation Model� Our rejuvenation model is

simply to perform it after every kth checkpoint� We

shall refer to k as the rejuvenation distance� In our

model� k is an integer constant whose value may be

controlled and it constitutes the second dimension along

which the expected completion time is to be minimized�

Our goal is to �rst evaluate the expected completion

time of a program with given N and k and then to �nd

values of N and k for which the expected completion

time is minimal� We shall denote these optimal values

by N� and k� respectively�

� Expected Completion Time

Let T �w� denote the completion time of the program

when neither checkpointing nor rejuvenation is em�

ployed and w is the �work�requirement�� Clearly� T �w�

is a random variable due to randomness in the fail�
ure process� Note that in the absence of any fail�

ures� T �w� � w� Similarly� let the random variable

Tc�N��N � denote the completion time of the same pro�

gram when only checkpointing is employed �N� repre�

sents the work requirement in this case� and �nally let

the random variable Trc�N��N� k� denote the comple�

tion time when both checkpointing and rejuvenation are

employed� It is straight forward to see that the case of

�For simplicity� we have assumed that the program after com�

pleting w units of execution takes the Nth checkpoint and then

exits�
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Figure �� Program with no Checkpointing or Rejuvena�

tion

only employing rejuvenation is meaningless under the

deterministic policy of rejuvenating every r � w time

units as there is no saved state to restart the program

from an intermediate point� Restart from the beginning

after rejuvenating every r time units would never allow

the program to complete�

We now proceed to derive expressions for the ex�

pected values of these three random variables viz�

E
T �w��� E
Tc�N��N �� and E
Trc�N��N� k���

��� No Checkpointing or Rejuvenation

Let FX �w� � ��FX�w�� then the expected completion

time is given by the following theorem�

Theorem ��

E 
T �w�� � w �
�fFX �w�

FX �w�
�

Z w

�

x dFX�x�

FX �w�

Proof� We proceed by conditioning on the time to �rst

failureX � x �See Figure ��� If x � w� i�e�� if the failure

does not occur within w units� the program completes�

On the other hand� if a failure does occur before comple�

tion �x � w�� the program completion time is given by

the sum of three distinct components� First� the time

used so far �x�� second� the time to recover and restart

��f � and last� the expected completion time for the re�

maining work�requirement� As the program is started

from the very beginning �shown by the dotted line in

Figure ��� the remaining work requirement is still w

and its expected completion time is E
T �w��� Formally�

the conditional expected completion time is written as�

E 
T �w�jX � x� �

�
w� if x � w
x� �f �E 
T �w�� � if x � w

fγ

Checkpoint Recovery

Failure2β

x
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Figure �� Program with checkpointing only

By the law of total expectation� E
T �w�� �Rw
� E
T �w�jX � x�dFX�x�� Therefore� E
T �w��

� wFX�w� �

Z w

�

�x� �f � E
T �w��� dFX�x�

� wFX�w� � ��f �E
T �w��� FX �w� �

Z w

�
x dFX�x�

Rearranging with respect to E
T �w��� we get

E 
T �w�� � w �
�fFX�w�

FX�w�
�

Z w

�

x dFX�x�

FX�w�

�

��� Checkpointing Only

The program execution is shown in Figure �� Under

our model� N equidistant checkpoints are taken divid�

ing the program into N segments� each with a work

requirement � �including the checkpointing time�� The

expected completion time is given by the following re�

currence relation�

Theorem �� E 
Tc�N��N �� FX ��� �

N� FX �N�� � �f FX �N�� �

Z N�

�

x dFX�x� �

N��X
i��

E
Tc��N � i���N � i�� 
FX��i � ���� � FX�i���

Proof� Again� we proceed by conditioning on the time

to �rst failure X � x� If x � N�� i�e�� the failure does

not occur within the work requirement� the program

completion time is N�� If however� the failure occurs

in any of the N segments�say the ith segment�� i�e�� if



�i� ��� � x � i�� for i from � to N � the program com�

pletion time is the summation of three distinct compo�

nents� First� the time spent so far� x� second� the restart

time �f and last� the expected completion time with the

remaining work requirement� As �i��� checkpoints have

already been completed� remaining work requirement is

�N � i � ���� the completion time of which is denoted

by random variable Tc��N � i� ���� �N � i � ���� For�

mally� the conditional expected completion time may be

written as� E
Tc�N��N �jX � x� �

��������
�������

x� �f � E
Tc�N��N ��� � � x � �
x� �f � E
Tc��N � ����N � ���� � � x � ��
� � �

x� �f � E
Tc���� ���� �N � ��� � x � �N � ���
x� �f � E
Tc��� ���� �N � ��� � x � N�
N�� x � N�

By the law of total expectation� E
Tc�N��N ��

�

Z �

�

E
Tc�N��N �jX � x� dFX�x�

�

Z �

�

�x� �f � E
Tc�N��N ��� dFX�x� �

Z ��

�

�x� �f �E
Tc��N � ����N � ���� dFX�x�

� � � ��Z �N����

�N����
�x� �f � E
Tc���� ���� dFX�x� �

Z N�

�N����

�x� �f �E
Tc��� ���� dFX�x� �

Z �

N�

N� dFX�x��

Combining the integrals with x and �f terms� we get

E
Tc�N��N �� �

�f FX�N�� � N� FX�N�� �

Z N�

�
x dFX�x� �

N��X
i��

Z �i����

i�

E
Tc��N � i��� �N � i��� dFX�x�

Combining E
Tc�N��N �� on both

sides� evaluating the integral and rearranging� we get

RejuvenationCheckpoint
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Figure �� Program with checkpointing and rejuvenation

E 
Tc�N��N �� FX ��� �

N� FX �N�� � �f FX �N�� �

Z N�

�

x dFX�x� �

N��X
i��

E
Tc��N � i���N � i�� 
FX��i � ���� � FX�i���

�

The above expression for E
Tc�N��N �� is a re�

currence relation which involves a weighted sum of

E
Tc�i�� i�� forall � � i � N and does not have a simple

closed form solution� However� a numerical iterative or

recursive solution is straight forward�

��� Checkpointing and Rejuvenation

Combined

Under our checkpointing and rejuvenation model� the

program takes a total of N checkpoints and rejuvenates

every kth checkpoint� with � � k � N � � �no re�

juvenation is performed after the program completes

the last checkpoint�� This divides the program exe�

cution in dN�ke segments separated by rejuvenation�

Two cases arise� if N�k � dN�ke� then each of the

N�k segments have work requirement k�� However� If

N�k �� dN�ke� then each of the �rst bN�kc segments

have work requirement k� and the last segment con�

sisting of k
�

� N � k bN�kc checkpoints has a work

requirement k
�

�� The expected completion time of the

program is given by the following theorem�

Theorem �� E
Trc�N��N� k�� �

����
���

N

k
E
Tc�k�� k�� �

�
N

k
� �

�
�r� if

N

k
�

�
N

k

�
	
N

k



�E
Tc�k�� k�� � �r� �E
Tc�k

�

�� k
�

��� otherwise

Proof� Let the completion time of the ith segment be

denoted by the random variable Zi� where � � i �



dN�ke� The expected completion time of the whole pro�

gram is equal to the expectation of the summation of

these random variables plus the expected time spent in

rejuvenation� The total number of rejuvenations per�

formed if N�k � dN�ke is N�k � � else it is bN�kc�

Therefore� E
Trc�N��N� k�� �

��������
�������

E

�
�N�kX
i��

Zi


��

�
N

k
� �

�
�r � if

N

k
�

�
N

k

�

E

�
�dN�keX

i��

Zi


�� bN�kc �r � otherwise

which by linearity of expectation becomes

E
Trc�N��N� k�� �

������
�����

N�kX
i��

E
Zi� �

�
N

k
� �

�
�r � if

N

k
�
�
N
k

�
dN�keX
i��

E
Zi� � bN�kc �r � otherwise

After rejuvenation� as the failure process gets re�

newed� Zi�s are independent random variables� For i

between � and bN�kc� Zi�s are also identical as work re�

quirement for each of these is k�� The work requirement

for the last random variable� however� is k
�

�� Finally�

each of these segments is an instance of the case where

only checkpointing is employed� Therefore� theorem �

can be applied to calculate their expected completion

times�

E
Zi� �

�
E
Tc�k�� k�� � � i � bN�kc

E
Tc�k
�

�� k
�

�� i � dN�ke

Substituting in the equation for E
Trc�N��N� k��

yields the desired result� �

� Results

So far in our expressions� we have kept the failure dis�

tribution as any general distribution FX���� To obtain

numerical results� we now assume it to be Weibull� This

particular choice was made as it enables us to model an

increasing failure rate� typical of the aging phenomenon�

The distribution function is given by

FX�t� � �� e��t
�

0 500 1000 1500 2000
0

0.0005

0.001

0.0015

Figure �� Density function for Weibull �MTTF � ����

with � and 	 being the two parameters� Versatility of

Weibull lies in the choice of 	 to vary the failure rate�

If 	 � �� failure rate decreases with time� and if 	 � ��

the failure rate increases with time� For 	 � �� Weibull

reduces to the exponential distribution� Furthermore�

for a given mean of the distribution� higher values of

	 imply peakier nature in the density function where

larger probabilities of failure are concentrated in a small

time region� The mean time to failure is given by 
���

MTTF �

�
�

�

����

��� � ��	� ���

Since the actual value of 	 is not known� we obtain

the results for many dierent values of 	� It can be seen

from the numerical results that for the same mean time
to failure� the bene�t from rejuvenation increases for

peakier failure densities �larger values of 	��

We use the following values for various parame�

ters� The failure free execution time w � ���� min�
utes� Checkpointing takes � � � minutes� Restarting

from a failure and rejuvenating� both take �r � �f � �

minutes� The mean time to failure in the absence of re�
juvenation MTTF � ��� minutes� 	 takes values from

���� to ���� Given the MTTF and 	� � is calculated using

equation �� Figure � plots the Weibull density function

for dierent 	 values� MTTF being �xed at ���� Larger

the value of 	� peakier is the density curve� The reju�

venation and the restart times are close to the time it
takes to reboot a large computer� Checkpointing time is

close to the time it takes to save critical data associated
with a large scienti�c application program on hard�disk�

Given all the above parameters� E
T �w�� results in

a numeric value �for a speci�c value of 	�� E
Tc�N��N ��

remains a function of N � and E
Trc�N��N� k�� remains
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Table �� Optimal expected completion times

a function of N and k� In our calculations� N was varied

from � to ��� and k was varied from � to N � �� The
values which yielded the minimumexpected completion

times are the optimal values of total number of check�

points and the rejuvenation distance denoted by N� and

k� respectively� Table � lists these optimal results�

As can be seen from the table� the bene�t from re�

juvenation depends on the nature of the density func�

tion� In the case of exponentially distributed time to

failure �	 � ����� the expected completion time with

rejuvenation is in fact more than when only checkpoint�

ing is employed� Due to its memoryless property� the

exponential distribution renews every instant and the

deliberate renewal by rejuvenation does not buy any

additional bene�t� Indeed� it simply results in an over�

head of �r every time it is performed� From the table�

for 	 � ���� for a total of �� checkpoints� if the reju�

venation distance takes a value from � to ��� only one

rejuvenation is performed costing � units� Therefore�

E
Trc�N
���N�� k��� � E
Tc�N

���N��� � �� The mem�

oryless property of exponential distribution is contradic�

tory to the phenomenon of �aging� and does not rep�

resent the time to failure distribution of software with
transient faults� Henceforth� we shall discuss the results

for 	 � ��� only�

For larger values of 	� the memoryless property is

no longer valid and we can see that the bene�t from re�

juvenation and checkpointing as opposed to only check�

pointing starts to increase� The optimal expected com�

pletion time is plotted in Figure � against 	 which is

self�explanatory�

Table � also shows the values of N� and k�� Three
important observations can be made� First� the opti�

mal number of checkpoints decreases with 	 for the only

checkpointing case as well as for checkpointing with re�

juvenation combined� Second� for the same 	� N� for

checkpointing and rejuvenation is less than or equal to
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N� for the only checkpointing case� The eect of reju�

venation is to reduce the mean number of failures that
may occur in a given period which results in using lesser

number of checkpoints� Last� the optimal rejuvenation

distance decreases with increase in 	� Note that k is
in units of per checkpoint and should not be mistaken

for time to rejuvenate� The variation in time to rejuve�

nate with 	 depends on actual parameter values and an

intuitive explanation is not obvious�

Figure � shows the expected completion time plot�

ted against the number of checkpoints for a particular

value of 	 ���� in this case� and illustrates the tradeos

of the cost of checkpointing and rejuvenation� First�

each of the six curves attains an optimum �minimum�

value for a certain number of checkpoints� Given a re�

juvenation distance �or no rejuvenation� If the check�

pointing is infrequent� the amount of rollback dominates

the extra time required because of failures� If the check�

pointing is too frequent� the cost involved in performing

these operations starts to dominate�

Second� Figure � also shows that as the rejuvena�

tion distance increases� the number of checkpoints re�

quired to minimize the expected completion time also

increases� Note that the value of this minima is not the
same for dierent values of k�

� Conclusions and Future Work

We have shown in this paper that rejuvenation can be

combined with checkpointing to reduce the completion

time of a program� We derived equations for expected
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completion times for the three possible cases and com�

pared the results numerically� One natural extension of

this work is to derive the distribution of the comple�

tion time for these cases� This will enable us to eval�
uate other performance measures such as the probabil�

ity of completion by a given deadline which apply to

real time systems� Another extension is to formulate

checkpointing and rejuvenation as a two�dimensional

dynamic optimization problem� 
��� is an example in

which dunamic programming is used to �nd the optimal

checkpointing policy� Using this approach� the equidis�

tance assumed in checkpointing and rejuvenation mod�

els is not necessary�

Checkpointing has also been used to maximize avail�

ability of transaction based database systems and a wide

body of literature exists in its analysis� Again� �nding

the optimal checkpointing strategy has been a problem

of interest� Rejuvenation can be combined with check�

pointing and analyzed as a two�dimensional optimiza�

tion problem for such transaction based systems�

In computer systems� as the cause of failures shifts

from hardware to software and as the transient nature of
software failures is accentuated� alternative fault toler�

ant techniques such as rejuvenation prove useful� Com�

bining other corrective techniques with this preventive

technique may also be bene�cial and should be explored�

We hope that this paper will spur further research in

this area�
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